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01. Introduction 

- Introduces European cases of urban regeneration using Industrial  

  heritages 

 

- Author has interested in industrial heritages because they have  

  never been received architectural or social attention  



01. Introduction 

Historic Preservation Method 

method Case 

protection 
- keep it as original form 

- use historic buildings as tourist attraction 

extension & alteration 
- keep the original building’s structure and 

  extension or alteration 

adaptive reuse 
- keep the building’s form and use it as  

  different function 

use façade  - just retain the façade of building and  rebuild  



01. Introduction 

- Huge scaled space that industrial heritage gives various possibility 

 

- The characteristic of industrial heritages is suitable for extension & alteration or adaptive reuse 

Potential of Industrial heritage 
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02. Wapping Project 

Tate modern Wapping project 

Bankside, London Wapping wall, London 

Thermoelectric power plant Hydroelectric power plant 

→ Modern art museum → Gallery and restraunt  

Tate Modern vs Wapping Project 



02. Wapping Project 

- Wapping hydro power plant was the last small power plant 

 

- Right after wapping power plant lost it’s function designated as  

  modern architecture that should be preserved 

The last small hydro power plant 



02. Wapping Project 

- Director of the Wapping project 

 

- Concept of the Wapping project was like make a canvas 

   She interpreted the space as background 

Jules Wright 



02. Wapping Project 

- She chose to maintain as many as possible 

 

- She believed it would make people feel the trace  

   of the others who lived formal era 



02. Wapping Project 

Franchise Restaurant Self operate Restaurant 

Pros Guarantee stable income Spatial connection 

Cons Monolithic space Unstable 

Franchise vs Self operate 
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02. Wapping Project 



02. Wapping Project 

Korean Madang Garden 

neutral purpose has exact purpose 

space to use space to watch 

flexible space single purpose space 

Concept of flexibility 



02. Wapping Project 

- Wapping food has point of similarity with Korean traditional ‘madang’ 

 

- the space can be transformed as needed 



02. Wapping Project 

Korean cases 

- Korea also has some cases of urban regeneration which used industrial heritages, but most of them are transformed  

   into park 

 

- Decision makers should consider urban redevelopment as building scape and more active function 

Seonyudo 

Yongsan 
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- Zűrich is biggest city of Switzerland which is located in northern area, beside Lake Zűrich 

 

- Zűrich West is suburb of city and heavy industrial area supplied workplaces 

03. Zürich West 



- Zűrich West decayed since 1960’s till 1990’s 

 

- At that time, expression such as Four Asian Tigers(or Dragons) (Korea, Taiwan, HongKong, Singapore) and  

  NIE(Newly Industrializing Economies) are appeared and be used in field of World Economy 

03. Zürich West 



- Maybe the shift of industrial area is natural and inevitable in national or international scope 

 

- for the each cities it might be critical crisis 

Case of Detroit 

03. Zürich West 



03. Zürich West 

- Löwenbräu brewery extension project is named as RED, BLACK and WHITE. 

 

- Brewery building built in 1898, worked as incubator of young artist and became multi gallery complex of modern art 

  later, two another buildings(RED, BLACK) are extend 

Löwenbräu brewery 



03. Zürich West 

Schiffbau 



03. Zürich West 

- Schiffbau, built in 1860’s designed by Peter Kern 

 

- Schauspielhaus decide to enter the building with  

   experimental theater and many other restaurant,  

   shopping center, bars make the place attractive 

Schiffbau 



03. Zürich West 

Puls 5 

- Puls 5 retained structure and rebuilt it’s façade  

 

- Inside of the building is still remained just as it used to be, steel mill, and redeveloped as multi complex 
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04. Conclusion 

- Change of Zürich West was led by the private sector, Government did not beat the rush and let private sector  

   do as they want 

 

- In 1996 Zürich Government initiated set the direction of Zürich West redevelopment and finished it in 2001 

 

- this mutual-assistance system of Private sector and Government makes Zürich West to keep its own atmosphere  

  and successfully changed the infills  

- Wapping project gives many inspiration for Historic preservation 

 

- Government designate the power plant to modern architecture that should be preserved 

 

- Jules Wright made many brave and nice decision-making led Wapping project become successful case 

Implications of Wapping Project 

Implications of Zürich West 



Thank you 
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